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AbsIJi:act. By me3nS of iniecting the electron b巴aminto 

the plasma of plasma sonrce with a built-in gdd near the 

cathode， connected to a diffusion sphere， the excitatIon of th記

fundamental and highεr harmonics of low-frequ邑ncyoscillation， 

which 8eems to be ion oscillation， has b巴巴n observed. 

Furth日rmore，the exi日tenceof the threshoJd valu芭 in t11.e 

electron幽beamcnuent fo1' thi3 excitation 11.as been fonnd. 

Possible mechanism of the excita'tIon is discussed. 

Severち experimentshave been carded out about the excitation of ion oscillation 

by electron beam. As concerns the case of no胆 magneticfielcl， Linder ancl HernqvistJl 

and Hernqvist2) observεd the ion oscil1ation excited in the electron beam包 Kawabeet 

a1.3) obs巴rvedthe excitation of ion osciIlation by means of injecting the色i巴ctronbeam 

illto the back開 diffusiontype plasma device. Tanaka4) observed the temporally damping 

oscilIation in the eIedron beam. vlith th色 frequ色ncy approximately 記qualto ion 

oscllation. Under the magnetic field， 日記rnqvist5l observed the excItation of ion 

oscillation ill the electron beam. Vermeεr et a1.6) observed the instabiIity of oscillation 

with the lower hybrid frequency under the condltion -of finjtεbounclary， which was 

approximately equal to thεfreguency of ion osεi1lation under their experimental 

conclition. Yatsui et a1.') found the lowイrequency oscillation in the beam圃 plasma

discharge of finite boundary， which is due to the cOl.1pling of ion plasma wavεs of 

plasma and slow cydotron wave of beam. Mechanism of the excitation in the伺 ceof 

no個 magneticfi己ldis not so obvious， compared to the case under the magnetic field. 

Recently we reported that the higher harmonics of ion 0弓cillationwere excited 

quite steadily in the plasma device PDl8l consisting of th色 plasmasource with a 

built岨 ingrid nεar the caゴlodeand the diffusion sphere connected to it. This time， we 
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have constructed a n巴w device PD2 which is similar to PDl except that the 

electron gun is attached. Using this apparatus， we have observed the low~freqll釘lCy

osciUation caused the electmn beam which seems to be ion oscillation， Prelimin畠ry

report on it wiU be pr朗自ltedher色。

2. E玄政6蕊.talApPsl'stus 

Plasma device PD2 is illustrated in Lik，を th怒 source part 

from A to of direct吃 urrentdischarge with a built-in grid grounded near the cathode 

is attached to a diffusion sphere. The cathode consists of six tungsten filamets 

connecting in The grid Is a mesh of intervals of 2， 5mm in length and 

width， consisting of tungsten wire of O. 2mm仇 The consists of tungsten wire 

of O，lmm山 φand 5mm in length and is movable by means of a bellows and a 

micrometer screw. The electron gun is installed in the diffusion sphere， which Is so蝿

called Pierce type possessing four focusing plates with the hole of 5mm ~声。 Beam

current is measured by the Faraday cup behind the anode. Signal 1S pulled out 

from the movable receiv日r，which is the same mesh as the grid and grounded through 

lOKn resistance， and frequency~analyz吋 by m悶 nsof the field intensity metεr of 

sup記rheterodynetype. 
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Fig. 1. P!amsa Device PD2ロ F: Faraday cup A: anode R: movable reωiver 

P : movable pl"obe G : grid C : cathode E : electron gun 

3. Expe宜imentaIRe話回lt思

In PD2 like PDl too， it is found that the higher harmonics of ion oscillation are 

spontaneously generated in a usual condition without electron b開 m.However， when 

the h悶 tercurrent of plasma sourcεis dεcreased， spontaneous ion oscillations attenuate 

extremely or vanish completely in a certain range of anode current. If electron beam 

is injected into the plasma source in such a state， then the harmonics of low咽

frequency osciHation are excited. Its behavior is illustrated in Fig司 2，which shows 

the fundam己ntaloscillations only. Table Ia and Ib are the r記sultsof probe measur・十
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Fig. 2. Frequency spectra. 

(a) no beam (b) beam iniected; 1 A is discharge current 

Acceleration voltage is 250V and beam current 250μA. 

Table Ia. Results of probe measurements in the case of Fig. 2 (a) (no beam). 

1 A : discharge current 

V p : plasma potential 

T. : electron temperature 

n. : e]ectron density 

fPi : calculated frequency of ion oscillation 

AD : Debye length 

IA(mA) I T.(eV) Vp(V) In.(Xl07cm-3) I fp;(KHz) I AD(mm) 

32 0.98 2.1 7.21 125.7 0.87 

33 0.79 2.0 8.06 133.0 0.74 
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:737 1.24 3.0 8.75 138.3 0.89 
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Table 1'0. R告sultsof probe mesurements in the case of Fig. 2 

0色<1miniec:tedi. Notgtions are the san可 asTable Ia. 

f十teC?に土円七[竺(干|

ments to bεsides the ca1culated 

of ion oscillation and thεcalculate々d lengths with those data. Probe measurenト。

ents are carriεd out at the 。f8mm in front of the receiver at the middle 

between the and the anode. Table 1a and lb， it is 呂町nthat the 

electron temperatur田 andthe of 1b are higher than those of but 

the electron densities ar色 nottoo much diff色rentεachotheI¥This fact StH祝日ststhat 

the excitation of 

state of 

。scillationis not related to the change of the 

to th色合lectron but 1S caused 30m色

interaction as discussed latε 

The 。f ion oscillation is calculated with th記 useof Tonks<<> 

fOrlTIula9) 

、、‘』，
4
町
11d4占

ft1ー、

where 'fi" . is the electron e is the electron charge and 1¥11; 1S the ion 

mass⑩ Fig.3 shows the observed frequencies the h訂 monicsand the calculated 

tabulated in Table Ib and th色ir The agreement between two 

1S very 

oscillation. 

Therefor丸 山eobserv記d ョencyo3cillation seems to be ion 

shows the relative intensitie:ヨ ofthe harmonics of the observed 

oscillation. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the observed frequencies with the calculated 

frequencies of ion oscillation. 

So1id circJe observed frequency open triangle calculated 

frequency of ion oscillation 10 fundamental 

ft 1st harmonic 12 2nd harmonic Acceleration voltage 

is 250V and beam current 250μA. 
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Fig. 4. Intensities of the harmonics of the oscillation in 

the case of Fig. 3. ObB is 1μV. 
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Wh告白 the beam current i8 chang剖， keeping the anode current constantコthesimilar 

behavioT Is as illustrated in Fig. 5. As seen from the lower curvεs 1n 

5， the spectrum is noisy when the beam current is smalL At 50μA of the beam 

curr聞 t，the noises reach maximum， and besides the slight excitation of ion oscillation 

can be observ吋. At the beam current to or larger than 100μremarkable 

excitation of ion oscillation can be seen in the rather quiescent sp配 trum.From this 

result， the thr邑sholdvalue of the beam current for the excitation of ion oscillation is 

estimated a呂田μA，corresponding to the beam density of about 1. 7 X 106 cm-3• Table 

n shows the r邑sultsof probe measurements in this case. Th巴 εlεctrontemperature <Jnd 

Fig. 5因 Fr岡田ncyspectra when beam current 1 b is changed. 

Discharge current is 32mA and acc邑i母rationvol tage 

is 250V. 
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the plasma potential are not influenced by the electron beam， but the electron density 

rlecreases slight1y as the beam current increases， on the contrary to the case of Table 

L This seems to be due to the effect of the noise upon the probe measurements. 

Table 11. Results of probe measurements in the case of Fig. 5. 1 b is 

the beam current. Other notations are the same as Tabl巴Ia
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O 1.01 2.4 8.40 136.7 0.81 

20 1.00 2.4 8.30 132.7 0.83 

50 1.16 2.7 7.56 128.7 0.92 

100 1.05 2.2 7.42 127.4 0.88 

f-l-JU-h:::l:::lf 
4.Di畠cussions

Using the special plasma device PD2， the excitation of low-frequency oscillation 

by the巴lectonbeam， which seems to be ion oscillation， was observed. According to 

Briggs，10) the mutual interaction between a hot圃 electronplasma and a electron beam in 

the 叩 se of no冊 mogneticfield and no boundary leads to the instability of ion 

oscillation with infinite growth rate， when守口(的/np)(Te/2Vo)> 1. Here， ne is the 

density of electron b問 m，np is the electron density of plasma， Te is the electron 

temperature of plasma (eV) and Vo is the energy of electron beam (eV). In the case 

of IA = 32mA-36mA in Table Ib，可=2.8--3.4X 10-4， Accordingly Briggs' theory may 

not be applicable. 

As another excitation mechanism， we consider the so-called potential-minimum 

oscillation of ions trapped in the trough of potential formed between the cathode and 

the grid， which are both grounded in PD2. Zollweg and Gottlieb11l have given the 

theory on this model， according to which the frequency is given by 

yz=fZps 
1 + 0/ AD)2 

( 2 ) 

where A=4d， 2d being the width of the trough and AD is the Debye length， fpi is 

the frequency of ion oscil1ation corresponding to the mean ion density 弘 inthe 

trough. If we assume弘=元e=nas the upper limit of九， eq. (2) is reduced to 
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( 3 ) 

the numerical values of e， ，li: and 2d=1cm 

distance) and T= 1500"K we have 

(4 

fromwhkh fとご1"98 KHz， Thls value of f is less than one of the obs巴rved

Tlちusi:his mode1 fails to account for our osciHation. 

we consider thεPierc巴~S ITlecha.nisrrL12) In our case~ the of the 

than the Dε ，lD aswritten ln Table Ibo There:fore 

the mesh i8 perf巴ctlγcoverecl th.e ion sheath. Furth巴r1110rε，the plasma potent!al is 

about two times thεelectror: thermal enεrgy， 80 th日 electrons are unable 

'"，，11i1ε t.he ions driれ towardsth巴 cathodeacro.ss iL 

that there eXlsts an ion c10ud between the ancl the cathode. 

to Plerce. the mutual interaction betwe巴nthis 1011 c1ot.:d andとlectronbeam 

leads i:o the excitation of csdl1ation. If there exists the ion 

this model rnay account for our e. go the and th在

thrεshold value eIεctron bea工工1for th色色xcitatiol1etc.。

。f
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